Portland ADA Permit Prices
Valid January - June 2019

NORTHWEST
Monthly - $189.00
4HR Scratch Off - $6.40
6HR Scratch Off - $9.60
All Day Scratch Off - $17.60

LLOYD
Monthly - $106.00
4HR Scratch Off - $6.40
6HR Scratch Off - $9.60
All Day Scratch Off - $17.60

DOWNTOWN
Monthly - $189.00
4HR Scratch Off - $8.00
6HR Scratch Off - $12.00
All Day Scratch Off - $22.00

CENTRAL EASTSIDE
Monthly - $70.00
4HR Scratch Off - $4.80
6HR Scratch Off - $7.20
All Day Scratch Off - $10.80

MARQUAM
Monthly - $189.00
4HR Scratch Off - $6.40
6HR Scratch Off - $9.60
All Day Scratch Off - $17.60